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and ^ Hrn^ |/(y(0)l = + oo. (Consider a sequence of open subsets Ln c C such that Ln is
a connected component of D(/z), and Ln+1 c Ln for every n; the existence of such a
sequence follows from (b). Use then (9.7.2).)
(d) Extend the preceding results to complex valued entire transcendental functions
of an arbitrary number of complex variables. (If/fe,..., zp) = ^an ...^zj1...^,
there exists at least an index k such that there are infinitely many monomials with
non zero coefficient an^... np and arbitrarily large nk. On the other hand, prove that
if (gm) is a denumerable family of entire complex valued functions of p complex
variables, none of which is identically 0, then there exist points (cx,..., cp) for which
gm(Ci,..., cp) 7* 0 for every m; to do this, use induction on p, and the fact that for
a function h(z) of one complex variable, analytic in A c C and not identically 0, the
set of solutions z of h(z) = 0 is at most denumerable (see (9.1.5)).)
4. Let cp(x) be an arbitrary increasing and positive real function defined in [0, -f oo [. Let (&„)
be a strictly increasing sequence of integers such that &i = 1, and (n(n — 1))*" > <p(n + 1)
for n > 1. Show that the power series
is convergent for all z 6 C, and that for every real x ^ 2, f(x) ^ <p(x) (in other words,
there are entire functions which tend to infinity "faster" than any given real function).
5. For any real numbers a, /? such that ft > 0, let La,/, be the endless road (Section 9.12,
Problem 3) defined as follows: for /^ -1, La^(r) = a — ij$— t— 1; for — 1 </< 1,
L*./»(0 - a -MJ&; for f > 1 , L«.,(0 - a + /jB + 1 - 1 . Let Ga,^ = L«./,(R).
 (a)	Show that if 7r/2<p< 37T/2, and if x $ GXt0 the function z -» (exp(exp z))/(z — x)
is improperly integrable along La,/j . Furthermore, is j8i , j82 are such that |^"(x)| <fii<f$2
of | -/(#)! > ^2 > j8i, or ^(jf) < a, the integrals along La>j5l and La,^2 are the same;
similarly, if ^(jc)<a1<a2, or ax<a2<^(jc), or \S(x)\>fi the integrals along
Lai>/j and L«af/j are the same (use Cauchy's theorem).
 (b)	Deduce' from (a) that if L = L0,n,

27TiJL    z — a:
can be extended to an entire function.
(c)   Show that
—     exp(exp z) dz = 1
2/7T JL
(prove that the integral along L.^ of exp(exp z) is independent of a and 0 (provided
7T/2<P< 37T/2)).
(d)   Show that if * belongs to the open set A defined by &(x) < 0 or \S(x)\ > it,
where f(jc) is bounded in A (express f(jc) by an integral along L0,/* with ft < it, using
(a) and (c)).    "
(e)   Show that if x belongs to the open set B defined by #(*) > 0 and \S(x)\ < it, then
1     G(x)
E(x) — exp(exp x) --- ! -- %-
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